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That’s a lot of wasted time! 
In a 2013 CustomerThink article titled “Waiting Lines and the Customer
Experience,” Perry Kucklin cited a recent retail study indicating that 
“49 percent of customers will leave a store because of the mere presence
of a waiting line, 81 percent will tell others about their bad experience, 
and 38 percent would consider never returning.”

With more than 1,400 stores in the U.S. drawing more than 600 million 
visits each year, Best Buy is proactive about ensuring high quality in-store
experiences for customers, whether they’re there to browse, shop, or to
seek service.

Simple Services Scheduling: In store, at home or office
Best Buy delivers most of its technology service offerings through Geek
Squad, the first national 24-hour task force staffed by more than 20,000
active technicians, and present in all U.S. Best Buy stores. They deliver
assistance online, by phone and in-home, and handle repairs at service
centers nationwide.

Knowing customers don’t like to wait for services 
any more than they do at the checkout, Best Buy 
offers a time-saving service through which 
customers can make in-store or at 
home/office appointments with 
Geek Squad experts for a 
wide range of service needs. 
An increasing number of 
clients find it’s more 
convenient to schedule 
an appointment online from 
the “Schedule a Service” 
page on the Best Buy website.

For in-store support, clients can schedule appointments to repair or set up
computers, cameras, audio, home theater, auto technology, even small
appliances. After choosing whether they want to either learn about
something or get something fixed in-store, Best Buy’s online scheduling
service guides customers through a quick process through which they can
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Best Buy Quick Facts
• Publicly traded company with

almost $50 billion in annual
revenue during FY13

• More than 140,000 employees
worldwide

• 40% of Best Buy’s online
shoppers opt for local store
pickup

• More than half of Best Buy’s
shoppers schedule a same-day
pick up and a substantial
portion make an additional
purchase in-store

• In 2014 Best Buy topped the
Dealerscope Top 101 Retailers
List (above HP, Dell and
Amazon.com)



About TimeTrade
The world’s most well respected
brands in retail, banking and
industries worldwide use
TimeTrade to deliver on their
brand promise of a truly
personalized customer
experience. TimeTrade’s
Responsive Customer
Engagement Platform allows
consumers to connect with a
brand, anywhere, anytime – and
then gives companies deeper
insight than ever before about
what consumers want next. 
The result: higher sales and
lifetime, repeat customers.

Visit TimeTrade’s website to 
learn more about how over 100
million connections have been
made using TimeTrade’s scalable
Responsive Customer
Engagement Platform.
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find the closest Best Buy or Best Buy Mobile location and then select a
Reservation Type and duration that fits their needs (e.g. 15 minute one-to-
one consultation, set-up session, or training class). The web-driven system
then presents a reservation calendar of available days/times from which to
choose and after having picked a convenient time slot, instantly confirms
their reservation with a qualified Agent.

Best Buy describes Geek Squad’s In-Home or In-Office Service delivery
options as “Expertise delivered to your doorstep.” Just as with In-Store
services, customers can schedule an appointment online. Best Buy’s 
Service Scheduling service keeps customers informed by sending a reminder
email or text message prior to the appointment, followed up by a call from 
an agent to provide an arrival window.

This trend has caught the attention of people around the industry.
Marketwatch’s Andria Cheng who wrote: “Retailers’ battle to win over
consumers is no longer just about price and selection, it’s come to little details
like saving them the trouble of walking into and waiting in line at the store.”

Service: Best Buy’s Biggest Competitive Advantage
In today’s competitive consumer electronics market, customer satisfaction
and loyalty is won by multi-channel retailers who recognize that the
customer experience isn’t solely defined by the point of sale, but instead 
by every touch point between retailer and customer.

Recent research by the CFI Group shows that Best Buy’s commitment to
services delivery is a point of differentiation from other retailers. CFI Group
describes that while Best Buy delivers well on the merchandising aspect of
customer experience, it understands how to capitalize on opportunities that
can “strengthen customer relationships for long-term profitability,” noting
that Best Buy understands that “individuals who have a disappointing 
in-store experience but have a high service experience afterward can 
regain almost 50% of the customer satisfaction lost initially.”
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